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Abstract. Social networks are being leveraged by cyber-criminals to cover a wider range of victims. In Twitter, spammers create several bots and behave in different patterns according to their desired aims. Particularly, spammers can spread malicious links leading to malware or phishing sites. Achievable by engaging in social bonds or responding to trending topics (hashtags). Spammers either spam in an individual manner, otherwise in coordinated communities with a clear insight. Decidedly, reinforcing cyber-security in Twitter is an indispensable fact. Several researchers have been studying the different aspects of spamming in Twitter. This paper includes a background over the information handled in Twitter, and a detailed survey over the papers dealing with the spam issue. The discussed papers have been published from 2010 to 2018. In contrast to other surveys, this paper is not limited to the detection of spammers but it also discusses the approaches to the detection of spam communities, compromised accounts, collective attention spam, and the extraction of cybercrime knowledge. Hence, this study can be considered as an essential step for the design of a unified spam detection framework.

1 Introduction

The misuse of social media lead to an exponential rise of cybercrime victims. Cyber-criminals leverage the privileges of social media to range over a wider field of victims. Consequently, malicious links are invading social walls. Crackers gather information about accounts to gain their trust; then, oblige them to pay ransoms for safety. Information concerning system vulnerabilities, hacking tools and techniques are been leaked to expand the cyber-criminals community. Thus, the primal necessity to secure social networks.

As a primal study, we focus on Twitter characterized by a total number of 1.3 billion accounts with 330 million active ones per month, 500 million tweets sent per day with 6000 sent every second, 100 million active users per day, and an estimate of 23 million bots (Sikandar G,
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2018). In the year 2017, Twitter estimated 3.2 million bots per week, and 450,000 suspicious log-ins per day. Bots are mainly exploited for spreading fraud, and Twitter suspended from June to September over 117,000 malicious bots approximately responsible for 1.5 billion low-quality tweets (Feldman, 2017). In particular, Twitter has its own native spam detection system; however, spammers still succeed to deceive the detection process. A fact explained by their legitimate behavior, dynamic state, and their effort to continuously study the native approaches for vulnerabilities and gaps. More specifically, spammers escape the follow limit policy either by purchasing followers (Yang et al., 2011) or hiding their presence by creating bonds and manipulating other spamming bots (Bindu et al., 2018). Otherwise, accounts are being compromised and leveraged for sending spams, e.g., in 2016 millions of Twitter accounts were offered by a hacker for sale (Whittaker, 2016).

Furthermore, legitimate accounts can become malicious with time by learning from other cyber-criminals. Knowledge about software vulnerabilities about software and exploits is being described in tweets either by spammers or victims. Tweets tend also to have an informal nature without following neither specific syntactic rules nor grammatical ones. In this paper, a background over Twitter is yielded with a survey describing our current knowledge about the works that have been interested in solving the spam issue in twitter. In detail, we discuss Twitter functionalities and native spam rules, Twitter regular and Streaming APIs. The survey reviews some of the papers that have been published from 2010 to 2018. In contrast to other surveys such as Kaur et al. (2016), Wu et al. (2017), Katpatal and Junnarkar (2018) and Katpatal and Junnarkar (2018); this survey is not limited to a single aspect of the spam detection in twitter. It reviews studies of the detection of spam communities, compromised accounts, collective attention spam, and the extraction of cybercrime knowledge.

2 Background

Twitter accounts have each a specific profile including a screen name, creation date, description, profile and header photo, URL, and a timeline of tweets. Each account can view public tweets posted by others without restriction. In contrast, protected tweets can be visualized only by accepted accounts. Unless a user protects its tweets by becoming private, he can be followed by any other user. Hence, obtaining friends and receive their tweets in the proper home timeline. A tweet can be retweeted by another user with the possibility of adding a comment; in this case, it is denoted as quote. The poster of the original tweet does not receive any notification about the replies unless he is mentioned in it. A user can mention any user even private accounts in a tweet by adding the symbol @ plus its screen name, e.g., @account. However, only the followers of both accounts can see the tweet in their home timelines. Still, if the user retweets the tweet it will become visible to the followers. An account is characterized by its number of friends and followers who have followed its account. Accounts can be manipulated manually or by using the Twitter API. The accounts manipulated automatically are denoted as bots. Bots can be used by companies for profit by sharing their products or their news. However, spammers leverage bots for spreading spam. In 2017, Twitter estimated 3.2 million bots per week, and 450,000 suspicious log-ins per day. Bots are mainly exploited for spreading fraud, and Twitter suspended from June to September over 117,000 malicious bots approximately responsible for 1.5 billion low-quality tweets (Feldman, 2017). In particular, Twitter has its own native spam detection system.
2.1 Twitter Rules and Countermeasures

Twitter defines spam as any abnormal behavior with the purpose of misleading or deceiving people. The spammer is a user who violates the Twitter rules by possessing several accounts, posting malicious links and mainly tweets involving links, repeatedly tweeting duplicates or in response to trending topics, aggressively adding users in lists, using other profiles information, aggressively mass following and mass unfollowing other accounts, harmfully replying to tweets, abusively mentioning users to get their attention and the one of their followers. People can report spammers as a countermeasure leading to suspension when a large number of blocks and complaints has been affirmed.

Twitter has taken severe countermeasures in response to spam. The Twitter Trust and Safety Council takes part in them by ensuring safe expressivity. The council involves more than 40 organizations and experts from 13 regions with an aim to ban cyberbullying, inaccurate information, and terrorism. In 2014, Twitter announced Botmaker a distributed system that contributed to a 40% reduction of spam with approximately zero false positives rate. Botmaker takes consideration of a set of rules denoted as bots. The bots respect a Botmaker rule language, and are composed of a condition triggerring a specific action. The system came to surpass the knowledge of malicious users over their past anti-spam actions. Avoiding high latency and preserving the real-time tweeting facets while handling billions of events per day. Botmaker aims to prevent the creation of spam, to reduce its visibility as much as possible, and quickly react to novel spam attacks (Raghav, 2014).

2.2 Twitter API

Users can leverage the Twitter API for manipulating several accounts without direct contact with the platform by the aid of a software. The API offers all possible native functionalities including posting, searching, modifying, replying, etc. Researchers exploit often this API to get a hold of the data. Another option is the Twitter Streaming API yielding real-time streams of tweets. Tweets are restricted to 280 characters. Hence, URL shorteners are used when a URL is included in the tweet. Users are free to choose either the native t.co service or others such as bit.ly, goo.gl, etc. Despite the efforts of the services to verify the links before shortening them, spammers still leverage this option to feed the service with hidden malicious links.

3 State of the Art

3.1 Works Conducted on Social Honeypots in Twitter

Lee et al. (2010a) introduced the Social Honeypot Project with an aim to identify spammers. Social honeypots capture spammers in social networks. In twitter, they harvested 500 spammers on a period ranging from August 2009 to September 2009. They trained classifiers using user demographics, contributed content, activities, and connections. The trained classifiers achieved an accuracy of 88.98%.

In another work (Lee et al., 2010), they manually studied the behavior of the 500 spammers. Concluding that the spammers target specific users, repeatedly posting duplicates, and disseminate spam or phishing links. Moreover, they lured 131 spammers in 2 weeks from the 24th November 2009 to the 8th December 2009. After studying the behavior of the spammers,
they observed that spammers react to trending topics, post legitimate tweets, and periodically change their number of friends and followers. More importantly, they discovered that only 8% of the spammers have been suspended after an average time of 49 hours.

In (Lee et al., 2010b) they studied 500 users in a period ranging from August 2009 to September 2009. After analysing the dataset, they concluded different behaviors of spammers and classified them into duplicates, promoters, phishers, adult content spreaders and, lastly, friend infiltrators behaving first in a legitimate manner to gain followers; then, start spreading spams. For the classification process, they obtained an accuracy of 88.98% with Decorate.

The same authors conducted a long term study in (Lee et al., 2011). They deployed 60 social honeypots in a period of 7 months ranging from December 2009 to August 2010. The dataset contained 36,043 users, they filtered the users who followed more than one honeypot to end up with 23,869 users. Then, they removed the accounts that were quickly suspended by Twitter to assemble 22,223 spammers. After clustering, they observed high numbers of followers friends, imitation of legitimate behavior, and balancing between the number of friends and followers. In the classification process, they attended high accuracy by using the Random Forest with boosting and bagging standards.

Yang et al. (2014) conducted the first study over understanding the taste of spammers by using 96 decoys with 24 different patterns. Their work aims to understand how to construct effective social honeypots. In five months, they collected 1077 and 440 accounts that respectively have followed and mentioned a decoy. After a deep analysis, they concluded that spammers are attracted to users who post to trending or specific topics, and have an interest on famous accounts.

### 3.2 Evasive Spammers Tactics and More Robust Features

Yang et al. (2011, 2013) were the first to analyse how spammers evade detection process. They constructed a dataset containing 500,000 accounts. The dataset was assembled by using the Twitter Streaming API; then, use the Twitter API to get information about the users, their followers and friends. To get the spammers, they verified the posted links by using Google Safe Browsing. If a link is not detected, then they use the Capture-HPC client-side honeypot. To filter the spammers, they employed a spam ratio with a threshold of 10%. The filter yielded to over 2,933 accounts; then after manual verification, they ended up with 2,060 spammers. After analysing the spammers, they observed different evasion tactics discussed infra.

- **profile-based**: gaining more followers either by purchase, exchange or by controlling other bots; posting more tweets.
- **content-based**: mixing normal tweets with malicious ones and posting heterogeneous tweets.

Afterwards, they evaluated existing classification features and proposed 10 new features more robust to the evasion strategies (see table 1). After evaluation, they found out that automation-based feature have a medium robustness; betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, and followings to median neighbor’s followers followings have high robustness.

### 3.3 Collective Attention Spam

Lee et al. (2012) conducted the first research over the detection of collective attention spam tweets in their early stages. Collective attention spam differs from bulk email and inten-
tioned social spam because the victims harm themselves without direct contact from attackers by taking interest in trending topics. Their dataset involves 5.3 million tweets belonging to 1.5 million users. The data was gathered in 11 days starting from September to October 2011 by checking every 5 minutes for messages involving trending topics. They discovered that Twitter suspended over 17,411 accounts which posted over 136,255 tweets. To prove that the suspended accounts’ tweets belong to spammers, two judges manually classified a sample of over 400 tweets, half of them belonged to suspended accounts. They obtained an accuracy of 96.5%; hence, they assumed that the suspended accounts belong to spammers. After studying the suspended accounts, they observed that more than 50% of the accounts are more interested in posting spams than creating bonds. The features used for the classification include urls, hashtags, mentions, is retweet, length of tweet, and length of payload (after removing mentions, urls, and hashtags). Additionally, they used bag of words and concluded that they can improve the classification outcome; however, at the cost of time complexity. The classification is achieved via Random Forest and they observed that the best training time for identifying following spams is 3 hours after the topic becomes trending.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tab. 1: Novel Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>graph</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>neighbors</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>timing</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The features colored in red tend to have a higher value for spammers. In contrast, the blue color means smaller values.

1 \( K_v \) is the degree of the vertex \( v \) and \( e_v \) is the number of links between its neighbors.

2 \( n \) is the number of vertices in the graph, the number of shortest paths from \( s \) to \( t \) is \( \delta_{st} \), and the shortest paths passing from \( v \) are \( \delta_{st}(v) \).

3 \( M_{\text{fer}} \) is the median of number of followers characterizing the friends.

In an advanced work (Lee et al., 2013), they conducted the first comprehensive study over collective attention spam trying to study the following subjects:

- the vulnerability of Twitter to collective attention spam,
- the effectiveness of spams,
- the access of victims to their interest and their exposition to spam,
- the countermeasures that can be deployed by a system and their effectiveness.

Differently than other works to find answers, they simulated a Twitter social system because they believed that snapshots of Twitter data are not sufficient to accurately understand collective attention spam. For seeding the simulation parameters, they assembled a dataset of 17,275,961
tweets belonging to 3,989,563 users. The tweets involve 354 topics and the collection period started from September 2011 to November 2011. They considered the suspension of accounts to accurately set the simulation parameters related to the posting spam probabilities. The system simulated legitimate users who search the tweets by recency or relevance. After evaluation, they observed that spammers can orchestrate their behavior to be more effective and that their damage can be reduced while applying early stage countermeasures.

### 3.4 Detection of Spam Communities

Yang et al. (2012) conducted the first study of analysing the inter and outer interactions of social spammers groups in Twitter. They observed the strong interactions between social spammers by measuring the graph density. Additionally, hidden social hubs supporting and controlling other spammers. For their research, they collected data using the Twitter Streaming API in a period ranging from April 2010 to July 2010. They identified in the social relationships criminal supporters by using a proposed Malicious Relevance Score Propagation Algorithm (Mr.SPA) that outputs criminal supporters while considering a specific threshold. The algorithm measures how closely an account supports spammers. The obtained supporters were identified to be members of these categories:

- **butterflies** with a higher number of followers and friends, the butterflies usually do not give much attention to requests and usually follow back;
- **promoters** usually having high followers friends ratio and use the service to promote their self or products;
- **dummies** posting interesting legitimate tweets in few numbers and characterized by a large number of followers.

Bindu et al. (2018) conducted the first study to detect spam communities in Twitter. They employed the past assembled social honeypot dataset of Lee et al. (2011). An algorithm constituting of different parts has been proposed to achieve the detection process. The algorithm handles a multilayer social network graph composed of two layers. The users follower/friend relationships are modeled in the first layer, and in the second contains users and their tweets. Base spammers are identified by checking their unique URLs ratio compared to a specific threshold. In parallel, they employ the LA and IS² algorithm to identify hidden spammer communities. The communities are considered as hypergraphs. Then, for each community they check for base spammers. Each base spammer’s maximum clique is identified, the clique contains victims, spammers and legitimate users. To extract the spammers, they measure the Local Clustering Coefficient because spammers tend to have a lower value. The extracted actors form the suspect spammers set. For each suspect a spam score is measured and compared to a specific threshold. The score is measured by considering the Jaccard Similarity Index between the base spammer and suspect URL, the average neighbors’ followers, URL tweet ratio, and longevity of the account.

Chen et al. (2017) proposed an unsupervised approach to detect malicious bot communities in real-time Twitter streams. Their approach is based upon four sequential processes:

- **Crawler** for filtering the Twitter Streaming API using specific keywords.
- **Duplication Filter** which hashes the tweets and maps them to groups with similar content while keeping only groups of a size larger than or equal 20.
- **Collector** collecting the 200 most recent tweets of each account using the Twitter API.
— **Bot Detector** responsible for the detection of bots communities in each group by assembling the set C of tweets that are tweeted by a specific number of users; then, to compare the overlap between a users timeline and C.

Vo et al. (2017) are the first to study malicious retweeter groups. They collected data over one year from November 2014 to November 2015 using the Twitter Streaming API. The dataset contained over 1.6 billion tweets belonging to over 21 million users. To extract the retweeter groups they proposed the Attractor+ algorithm. Similarities between users are computed by using 40 cores distributed hadoop system. For the classification, they sampled the dataset and employed three judges to manually label the retweeter groups. Novel group-based are proposed depending on content and temporal aspects to characterize the groups. The classification with XGBoost yielded to a high accuracy.

### 3.5 Detection of Spammers Using Statistical Relational Learning

The Linconly Laboratory (Campbell Jr et al., 2015) leveraged the linear supervised SVM and Logistic regression techniques to classify english posts extracted from Twitter, Stack Exchange and Reddit. They used the TF-IDF ratios as attributes for the classification process. More importantly, they presented the idea of a Twitter’s Users Meta-graph stored in Neo4J which contains information of users and their different relationships. Semi-Supervised classification techniques based on collective inference can be applied over this graph with the aim to classify and infer cyber-criminals.

Rao et al. (2016) were the first to employ Markov Logic Networks to model the social spammer graph while proposing a unified spammer detection framework denoted as SocialKB. A knowledge base is formed containing knowledge of Twitter users; then, a set of first order logic rules are defined to classify the users. Rules based on time, malicious urls, and friendships were constructed. Afterwards using Tuffy, Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) and Marginal Inference queries are applied to the graph for obtaining knowledge about spammers. In June 2016, they collected over 20,000 tweets using the Apache Spark Twitter Streaming utility and to filter the malicious links they used URLBlacklist.com.

### 3.6 Extracting Cybersecurity Knowledge from Twitter

Mittal et al. (2016) presented a CyberTwitter Framework that mines the twitter’s discussions to extract and infer knowledge over vulnerabilities and their solutions. The system is based on a cyber-security ontology including the Unified Cyber-security Ontology, and an intelligence ontology which modelizes the temporal aspects. Tweets are checked for different concepts using the Security Vulnerability Concept Extractor (SVCE), these concepts are then linked to the open knowledge graph. The system can be used to inform users about possible vulnerabilities in their systems. Knowledge about possible ways to protect themselves can be yielded, and possible malicious websites can also be listed to the users by considering the knowledge fed to the system.

### 3.7 Detection of Compromised Accounts

Egele et al. (2013) realized Compa the first system to detect compromised accounts with a high classification precision. even if they did not post spam content and spread links. The sys-
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tem constructs behavioral models for users with a status including more than 10 tweets. These profiles are checked for abnormal behavior and an anomaly score is affected to each profile for a final decision. They proposed methods to compute the anomaly score for each model. The scores are fused to a single value, the weights of the scores are appended while employing Sequential Minimal Optimization. For learning the weights, they manually classified a sample of the dataset by checking links and promoting behaviors. The data used to evaluate the system was assembled from May 2011 to August 2011. The dataset includes over 1.4 billion tweets and they detected 383,613 compromised accounts. The Twitter Streaming API was used to get the tweets and the Twitter API to obtain the profiles. In their work, they used models related to time, source, language, topic, location, URLs and mentions.

Zangerle and Specht (2014) analysed the behavior of the compromised accounts after they have been hacked. A supervised classification approach was realized to classify the tweets as a mean to identify hacked accounts. A dataset involving 1,231,468 tweets from December 2012 to July 2013 was assembled via the Twitter Streaming API. Support Vector Machines was employed as a classifier. The non-English tweets and retweets were filtered. For training, they took a sample of 2,500 tweets and manually labeled them. Once classified, they obtained an accuracy of 82.51%. After manually analysing the tweets and applying the classification to the whole dataset, they observed:

— 27% of hacked users move to another account,
— 14% apologize for posted tweets and an other 14% for directed messages,
— 10% have been hacked by a relative or friend,
— 4% change their password.

All the detected classes, except the false positives, state that they have been hacked, the only difference is in their behavior.

Nauta et al. (2017) conducted a similar work to Egele et al. (2013). However, they took interest on Dutch users, and they proposed other models. The classification yielded a lower false positive ratio than Egele et al. (2013) by using the J48 classifier. However, they acknowledged the different sizes of the datasets and their languages.

4 Conclusion

This paper reviews the studies that have been conducted to resolve the spam issue in Twitter. The review involves studies analysing the behavior of spammers individually and in groups. The strategies they respect to stay hidden and efficient approaches to detect them. The cybercrime knowledge that can be extracted by processing the tweets. This survey studies all the aspects of Twitter spammers, even the studies that have been interested in compromised accounts are stated. This state of the art can be leveraged to get past researchers knowledge; then, propose a unified framework not restricted to Twitter involving the detection of spammers while considering all their behaviors.
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